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ABSTRACT

IMPLEMENTATION OF A FIVE‐AXIS MACHINING ALGORITHM
IN FLAT END MILL ROUGHING

Michael B. Thompson
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

To further the research done in machining complex surfaces, Jensen [1993] developed an
algorithm that matches the normal curvature at a point along the surface with the resultant
radius formed by tilting a standard flat end mill. The algorithm called Curvature Matched
Machining (CM2) is faster and more efficient than conventional three‐axis machining [Jensen
1993, Simpson 1995 & Kitchen 1996]. Despite the successes of CM2 there are still many areas
available for research.
Consider the machining of a mold or die. The complex nature of a mold requires at least
20‐30 weeks of lead time. Of those 20‐30 weeks 50% is spent in machining. Of that time 50‐65% is
spent in rough machining. For a mold or die that amounts to 7 to 8 weeks of rough machining. If
one could achieve as much as a 10‐15% reduction in machining time that would amount to
almost one week worth of time savings. As can be seen, small improvements in time and
efficiency

for

rough

machining

can

yield

significant

results

[Fallbohmer

1996].

This research developed an algorithm that focused on reducing the overall machining
time for parts and surfaces. Particularly, the focus of this research was within rough machining.
The algorithm incorporated principles of three‐axis rough cutting with five‐axis CM2, hence
Rough Curvature Matched Machining (RCM2). In doing so, the algorithm ‘morphed’ planar
machining slices to the semi‐roughed surface allowing the finish pass to be complete in one pass.
This roughing algorithm has significant time‐savings over current roughing techniques.
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1. Introduction
In the advancement of multi‐axis machining, Jensen [1993] developed a set of algorithms
that optimized the machining of surfaces using a flat end mill. The algorithm takes advantage of
the shape of an inclined flat end mill being swept across a point. The effective cutting at the point
of contact can be adjusted depending on the curvature of the surface. This technology, called
curvature matched machining (CM2), requires fewer passes per inch, reduces the scallop height
and dramatically improves the surface finish. CM2 technology was shown to be more efficient in
the machining of a blisk (combination of a turbine blade and a disk) [Kitchen 1996], jet engine
blade, automobile hood and automobile door [Hill 2001].

In addition, further research has

developed successful routines that eliminate tool surface gouging as well as gouging with
boundary conditions such as cavity walls [Ernst 2001]. Research has shown that CM2 can reduce
the time it takes to finish machine a part surface.
Shorter machining times become critical for parts that have complex surfaces, require
tight tolerances or have long machining time. Consider the machining of a mold or die. The
average lead time for an American mold and die manufacturer is 20‐30 weeks [Fallbohmer 1996].
Of that lead time 60% is actual machining with 50‐65% dedicated to rough machining. In total
that is 7‐8 weeks dedicated to rough machining. If one could achieve even a 10‐15% reduction in
machining time that would equate to almost a week of time savings.
Current roughing practices use three‐axis planar cuts. The planar cuts are designed to
remove the most material in the shortest amount of time possible. Due to the varying nature of
the surface all rough cut algorithms result in a stair stepped feature as seen in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Stair stepped feature caused by planar machining

Before the final surface can be machined two semi‐rough passes must be utilized to
remove all of the ‘stairs’. These extra passes require unnecessary machining time.
While CM2 uses five‐axis motion, which theoretically is slower than three‐axis motion,
the author postulates that by combining five‐axis motion (CM2) with three‐axis planar motion the
part stock can be morphed to a surface ready to be finish machined faster than conventional
three‐axis planar cuts with semi‐rough passes.
Current research for rough machining is focused on three‐axis algorithms. Five‐axis
research is focused on the implementation of algorithms to specific commercial applications.
Combining CM2 with three‐axis planar cuts, Rough Curvature Matched Machining (RCM2) is the
first to integrate the use of a curvature orientated five‐axis algorithm in rough machining.

1.1

Objective
The objective of the thesis is to determine when the use of a combination of planar cuts

and CM2 (RCM2) is faster than conventional roughing practices. Conclusions will be drawn
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based on information gathered from two areas: first; mathematical analysis and second; physical
testing.

CM2

Planar
Thickness of
planar cut
Offset surface

Height
of stock

Thickness of
final cut

Final surface

Width of stock
Figure 1.2: Rough Curvature Matched Machining (RCM2) on a surface

Implementation of the RCM2 algorithm has several elements of complexity. One such
element is that of gouging (interference between the tool and any unwanted object). While gouge
detection is important and must be addressed it falls outside the scope of the objective. Other
issues such as gouging are surface finish, defining offsetting curves and increasing tool‐life due to
continued tool/work piece interface.
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2. Background
From the days of the manual milling machines, technology has come a long way towards
automating the manufacturing process. Several of the key discoveries in the past century include
the computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine, five‐axis milling machines, and the
implementation of automation in the manufacturing environment. The background is going to
define the breadth of the subjects covered by this thesis while at the same time determining the
relevant scope and depth necessary to define the knowledge boundary. The topics covered in
this background are: the research related to molds and dies, local gouge detection, global gouge
detection, five‐axis machining, roughing and five‐axis roughing.

2.1

Molds and Dies
The application of the roughing algorithm is most applicable to molds and dies. As

discussed previously, molds and dies are very complicated and often have long lead times.
Current machining practices are evolving from copy machining, which follows a prototype to
create the new part, to three‐axis machines.

Currently, less than 8% of mold and die

manufacturers in the United States use five‐axis machines. Despite this fact, as the knowledge
based for multi‐axis machining expands more manufacturers may use five‐axis machines.
Current mold and die research is focused on automating mold and die design and decreasing
machining time.
Recognizing undercut features is an important step towards the automation of mold
design. Ye [2001] developed an algorithm that used the geometric recognition of an undercut
feature. An undercut feature is a recess or protrusion that prevents the removal of the molded
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part.

The geometric recognition is accomplished through the use of surface face normal

directions and the ejection direction of the molded part in combination with feature recognition
defined by part line boundaries. Implementing the algorithm developed by Ye [2001], while
mathematically complex will decrease the overall fabrication time for a mold.
Research is also being conducted on die cavity pocketing. In die cavity pocketing a hole
is drilled in the surface and the cavity is rough machined. Choi [1997] developed an algorithm
that defined a boundary surface and created tool paths based on 2‐D offsets from that boundary
path.

This method worked in a theoretical implementation, however, in practice, it is

computationally intensive. It requires more computing power than traditional methods due to a
numerical method in determining a partial differential equation.
The latest technological development for molds and dies is High Speed Machining
(HSM). HSM is able to machine surfaces and pockets faster than traditional methods. However,
HSM has some significant problems. The first is the tool deflection caused by variation in the
cutting forces due to the rapid acceleration and deceleration of the machine tool axis. The cutting
forces in most cases are great enough to cause catastrophic failure of the tool. Becze et al. [2000]
created a model to predict the three‐dimensional cutting forces on the tool when machining
hardened steel. While Becze [2000] didn’t focus on reducing the large forces, his model does
bring HSM closer to becoming a viable option. The only current research being conducted using
a five‐axis mill to rough machine molds and dies uses HSM.

2.2

Gouging
One of the problems with machining free‐form surfaces inside of a cavity is gouging.

Gouging is defined as interference by the cutter, tool holder, or spindle with the finished surface
or cavity walls. For the scope of this thesis, local gouging is defined as interference with the part
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surface as seen in Figure 2.1 and global gouging is interference with the cavity walls (see Figure
2.2).

Local Gouging with the surface

Figure 2.1: Local gouging

Cavity wall

Spindle
Tool holder

Tool

Final surface

Figure 2.2: Global gouging
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2.2.1

Local Gouging
There have been several effective methods of determining local gouging including,

collinear normal lines, ray casting and triangulation.
Ray casting calculates an intersection point between a ray parallel to the cutter that
intersects the surface [Nishita et al. 1990]. Gouge detection through collinear normal lines is
accomplished by taking all the collinear normal lines between the surface and end of the cutter
and determining the minimum and maximum distance [Sederberg et al. 1989]. Triangulation
represents a free‐form surface as a series of triangles and calculates the distance from a triangle to
the cutter [Pi 1996]. Li and Jerard [1994] developed a similar method of local gouge detection for
five‐axis machining that tessellates a parametric surface into a series of triangles. The surface
representation is brought within an acceptable degree of error. When creating the tool path and
orientation the tool is checked with the triangles it shadows. If there is interference the tool angle
is corrected. If an acceptable angle cannot be determined the tool position is adjusted.
Petrizzi [1997] studied the methods of local gouging and their application to CM2. He
determined that triangulation was the best method for gouge detection. However, triangulation
is computationally intense and mathematically involved. The method chosen for determining
local gouging creates a geometric representation of the tool and checks the tool for interference
with the surface. If there is interference the tool is adjusted accordingly. The selected method
was developed by Ernst [2001] because it is less computationally intense and programmatically
easier to define than triangulation.

2.2.2

Global Gouging
One concern when machining in an enclosed cavity is interference, not only from the

cutter, but also from the tool holder and machine spindle. This type of interference is referred to
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as global gouging. The global gouging routine in this thesis follows the algorithms developed by
Ernst [2001]. Ernst [2001] developed an algorithm that represented the tool, tool holder, and
spindle with a cylinder of the appropriate size. Let B be some boundary definition and Kij be the
final surface.

Spindle
B

Tool Holder
Tool

Kij

Figure 2.3: Boundary definition and tool setup

Ernest [2001] used the CM2 algorithm to define tool orientation. At every point along the
tool path the cylinders were checked for interference with Kij and B. If any cylinder was found to
gouge than the tool was reoriented by incrementing α (angle used to define tool orientation) and
then checked again for interference. If more information is needed concerning the specifics see
Ernst [2001].

2.3

Curvature Matched Machining (CM2)
Despite the fact that this thesis is focusing on rough machining it is important to lay the

foundation of machining. Advances in machining began with the development of three‐axis
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CNC machines. It is also important to note that machines are described based on the number of
moving axis present on the machine, thus a three‐axis CNC machine has three‐axis movements.
The three‐axis of motion is in the x, y, and z direction. As seen in Figure 2.4.

Y motion
Tool
Z motion
Work piece
X motion
(in & out of the page)

Figure 2.4: Three‐axis machine

Three‐axis machines such as the one seen in Figure 2.4 are the workhorse of machining
and manufacturing. Three‐axis machines are quick and efficient. However, three‐axis machines
are limited in the complexity of surface that can be machined. For example, with increasing
complexity of the machined surface, the machining time dramatically increases. Thus, in order to
decrease the machining time multi‐axis machines have been introduced, most notably the five‐
axis machine. Five‐axis machines introduce additional motion in the A, B, or C direction. In
most five‐axis machines the motion is in A & B. A five‐axis machine with its accompanying
degrees of freedom can be seen in Figure 2.5.
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B motion
(Around the Y
axis)

Y motion
Tool
Work piece

Z motion
A motion
(around the X axis)

X motion
(in & out of the page)

Figure 2.5: Five‐axis machine

Five‐axis machines are able to machine complex surfaces because they are able to orient
the tool at varying angles compared to a three‐axis machine. There have been several attempts at
creating an effective five‐axis tool orientation algorithm.
Li and Jerard [1994] developed a method for cutting sculptured surfaces with a five‐axis
machine. The method tessellates the surface into a series of triangles within a given degree of
accuracy. The triangles were then compared with the tool orientation for interference. The major
problem with this is that all surface properties are lost. Thus, any surface normal or tangent is a
function of the tessellated triangle. In addition, the method uses a default tool angle, with an
adjustment rather than determining the best tool orientation.
In order to maximize the use of a five‐axis machine and optimize the effective cutting of a
flat or filleted end mill, Jensen [1993] developed CM2 technology. The mathematics of CM2 are
briefly discussed here.
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Consider a surface, Kij, and a plane perpendicular to the y axis, Py. Cy(t) is the curve
resulting from the intersection of surface Kij and plane Py. Let p be a point on Cy(t) and m be the
unit vector tangent to Cy(t) at point p. Pn is a plane normal to m and Cn(t) is the resulting curve
created by intersecting surface Kij and Pn. The curvature at point p on curve Cn(t) is the normal
curvature (κn). l is the unit vector tangent to Cn(t) at point p. The surface unit normal n of point
p on surface Kij is created by the cross product of m ⊗ l. The bi‐normal of point p, b is m ⊗ n,
where the tool is rotated along b α degrees, where alpha is described in Instantaneous Contact
and Swept Contact. See Figure 2.6 for a graphical representation. For additional information see
Jensen [1993], Simpson [1995].

Cy(t)
Cn(t)

p

n
m

Kij

l
b
Pn
Py

Figure 2.6: CM2 summary

When implementing CM2 there are two different types of contact to consider
instantaneous contact and swept contact. Instantaneous contact is defined as the contact that the
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tool makes with the material without sweeping past. The complete definition can be found in
Simpson [1995] and Jensen [1993]. However, the key assumptions and mathematics of tool
orientation will be discussed here so as to provide sufficient knowledge concerning the
development of the appropriate tool orientation angles (α).

2.3.1

Instantaneous Contact
When defining the effective cutting done by a tool in instantaneous contact with material

one must look at that profile that the cutter makes within the bounds of a cutting region. The
cutting region is defined by an envelope that intersects an offset tool. The envelope and offset
tool can be seen in Figure 2.7. While important, instantaneous contact is less common than swept
contact.

Figure 2.7: Instantaneous contact

If the envelope is projected onto a 2‐d surface it has the shape of an ellipse. Figure 2.7
illustrates the projected ellipse. The area of focus for this exercise is the area denoted in the
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bottom middle of the tool. Thus, the relationship of the normal curvature (κn) and flat end mill
radius (Rf) to tool orientation (α) developed by Simpson [1995] is:

⎛ 1 ⎞
⎜ κn ⎟
α = sin ⎜
⎟
⎜ Rf ⎟
⎝
⎠
−1

(2.1)

The tool orientation is important to determine the correct angle for instantaneous contact.
The next type of contact is more common and is going to be the type of contact most used by this
thesis.

2.3.2

Swept Contact
Swept contact can be defined as the contact between the surface and the cutter as it is

swept through a point. This is illustrated by referring to the previously developed offset tool and
resulting projected ellipses. An ellipse is taken by the projection of the tool end alone as seen in
Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Swept contact
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Swept contact relates the orientation and curvature with the following relationship:

⎛
⎞
⎜ Rf ⎟
α = sin ⎜
⎟
⎜ 1κ ⎟
n ⎠
⎝
−1

(2.2)

See Simpson [1995] and Jensen [1993] for an in‐depth analysis of the methods of
application for a filleted end mill.

2.4

Roughing for CM2
In the development of CM2, roughing has been accomplished in a manner that would

remove the most material in the least amount of time. For all roughing needs for CM2 research
three‐axis planar cuts were used.
Another reason that CM2 technology used three‐axis planar rough cuts is there are few
applications of CM2 that required roughing. However, as CM2 has now found itself in the
commercial CAD environment (CATIA V5) the need has come to develop an optimal roughing
algorithm.
Morishege and Takeuchi [1997] tackled the problem of rough machining an impellor by
using interference algorithms, a five‐axis machine and a ball end mill to determine appropriate
tool paths. The Marishege and Takeuchi [1997] approach, while useful for an impellor, isn’t
applicable to other free‐form surfaces as the algorithm was designed for slow feed rates to avoid
problems with thermal warping due to high temperatures in thin areas of material.
A search by the author of current five‐axis literature revealed that there had been no
development of five‐axis roughing algorithms that incorporated tool orientation or required the
full use of all five axes.
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2.5

Rough Machining
Rough machining practices are defined by two types of tool movement; first tool path

generation algorithms and second tool path patterns. Historical roughing algorithms began with
offset curves and have transitioned to the contour map approach.

2.5.1

Historical Roughing Practices
The most basic method of rough machining is using a three‐axis flat end mill. The three‐

axis mill cuts the surface in planar cuts. The planes are bounded by the minimum amount of
material to be left by the rough cut, without gouging the final surface. One such break from the
planar cuts is the idea of offset machining. The final surface is offset and then machined at a
constant thickness. The offset approach is illustrated in Figure 2.9.

Final
surface
Boundary of the stock

Figure 2.9: Offset surface approach to machining
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This approach has several problems. First the waste of tool motion due to the lack of
contact with the surface.

Second, this method was much slower in terms of overall part

machining time. Third, if machining a complex surface, one must rough cut a complex surface
multiple times, rather than just once. This led to a new method which began to incorporate
planar cuts and offset cuts: the contour map approach.

2.5.2

Contour Map Approach
The contour map approach [Vickers et al. 1993] while currently gaining popularity as a

viable method of rough machining free‐form surfaces is still not regarded as the industry
roughing standard. However, because contour mapping uses a similar approach to roughing as
RCM2 it will be discussed in greater depth.
The contour map approach consists of setting up an equation that details the total
production time for machining a part. The total time is broken up into pieces such as the cutting
time, tool approach and return time, part loading and unloading, tool change time, and tool life.
With all of these variables in place, Vickers et al. [1993] approaches the variables in terms of
cutting planes and the machining time to cut a plane creating two new variables, the number of
cutting planes and the thickness of the cutting planes. All of the variables are incorporated into
an optimization loop to determine the number of cutting planes that will minimize the total
cutting time within the given constraints of feed, speed, and depth of cut. In addition, the
contour map approach introduces the concept of rough machining around the geometric features
of the stock to produce a surface similar to the final, without the inefficiencies of the pure offset
approach.
There are several differences between the contour map approach and RCM2. First, the
contour map approach uses a three‐axis motion to rough cut the parts while RCM2 combines
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three and five‐axis motion. And second the contour map approach makes no adjustment for
differences in surface curvature, nor does it make any attempt at tool orientation or tool offset
machining.

Thus, the two concepts, while based on similar principles have different

implementations.

2.5.3

Cutting Patterns
Another important area of roughing is the cutting pattern involved in the creation of tool

paths. There are three fundamental tool patterns: the zigzag (or staircase, direction parallel),
offset (or window frame, contour parallel milling) and random. The three patterns are detailed in
Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Zig‐Zag, Offset and Random cutting patterns respectively

The cutting pattern is important because it can affect the overall machining time. An
appropriate selection of cutting patterns can bring an optimal tool path.

Most CAD/CAM

packages use the zig‐zag cutting pattern in developing tool paths as it is the most simple and
robust pattern. The offset pattern approach attempts to mirror geometric features of the part.
This can become a problem in parts with multiple islands. An island is a feature that isn’t in
contact with a boundary condition.
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The random approach was developed by Suh and Shin [1996]. They developed a method
of applying a neural network to develop tool paths in such an environment. In order to develop
a tool path the part was broken down into a finite number of tool points. Once the points were
created they were fed to a self organizing map (SOM) neural network.

Thus, rather than

assigning nodes at a point that followed some pattern, the neural network was allowed the
flexibility to pick the next node based on optimal cutting conditions, and geometry. The result
was a random tool path pattern. This method had some significant promise. However, it
contains one fatal flaw. In order to follow a random path with any degree of efficiency, the
motors needed incredible speed. Due to the short tool paths, the motors didn’t have the time
necessary to accelerate nor decelerate. Thus, there was significant impact on the motors, to the
point of failure. In addition, the SOM required extensive checking algorithms that determined
tool path infeasibility and part gouging.
Tlustry et al. [1990] looked at cutting patterns in a study to find the optimal cutting
pattern. The study developed an algorithm that created an optimal cutting pattern based on the
features of the pocket. While this seemed reasonable, it required extensive programming and
mathematics. For the purposes of this thesis, the author will use the tool path patterns used by
CAD/CAM packages, the zigzag pattern.

2.5.4

Current Research
There are other areas being researched in development of roughing algorithms. For

example, Vafaeesefat and ElMargaghy [2001] have developed an approach to pocket roughing
that creates offset boundary conditions for sculptured surfaces. Their work uses a 2‐D Z‐map
array that stores the Z‐values of grid points on the X‐Y plane. This method uses a more rough
method of triangulation due to the already required finish pass. The triangulated pieces are
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connected and then offset some distance.

Vafaeesefat and ElMargaghy [2001] address some of

the issues that arise by triangulating and offsetting a curve as part of a surface such as
interference and intersection.
Huang et al. [1996] researched the possibility of using image detection to create NC tool
paths. This method focused on breaking the roughing procedure into two parts, an initial rough
cut and a finish rough cut, based on the complexity of the geometry. The initial and finish rough
cut utilize two different sizes of tools. The finish rough cut is needed to reach areas of the surface
that normally couldn’t be reached by the larger tool. This approach adds additional time for tool
changeover and while it proved successful in one application, it might be difficult to implement
in a commercial environment.

2.5.4.1

Five‐axis
Multi‐axis rouging includes the concepts of HSM, cutting patterns and offset surfaces,

just to name a few. In conclusion, there is a considerable amount of research being conducted in
the multi‐axis arena. However, there is no significant amount of research being conducted in the
mutli‐axis roughing arena with regards to tool orientation or some RCM2 comparison.
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3. Method
Implied within the purpose of this thesis is the development of a five‐axis machining
algorithm in rough machining (RCM2). It is important to be able to test the feasibility of the
developed RCM2 algorithm.

Two tests will be conducted to determine feasibility and test

projected machining time. The two tests are first an analytical test (to determine projected
machine time and predict which alternative is faster) and second a timed machine test. The
method for determining the tool paths for benchmark and RCM2 tool paths will be discussed
along with a brief introduction to the analytical and empirical models used to predict the most
efficient alternative.
The algorithms and equations used in this thesis were implemented using Visual C++
and programmed to operate within the Unigraphics (UG) Computer Aided Design (CAD)
package. The code was written for UG version NX. UG NX is a three dimensional product
development software package that assists users in product design, engineering and
manufacturing. This thesis used several functions and routines that were located in the UG
Application Programming Interface (API). Because many functions and routines located in the
UG API are common across all CAD packages, the details regarding those functions will not be
mentioned here.

UG NX was chosen because of its accessibility and the availability of

information regarding its programmability.
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3.1

Surface Definition
The first element of the method to consider is the definition of the surface to be

machined. Consider a surface defined by Kij and seen in Figure 3.1 where i = 1,2, … n and j =
1,2,..m. Where surface Kij represents the final machined surface.

Ki
Kj
Z

X

Y

Figure 3.1: Kij surface definition

Pij

Δ

Ki
Kj
Z
Y

X

Figure 3.2: The offset surface definition
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Surface Kij is offset by some distance defined by Δ to create surface Pij. Thus, Pij = Kij + Δ.
The result is a surface identical to Kij offset a distance Δ. All offsetting was done using the
method outlined above. The Δ will change depending on the specific implementation (semi‐
rough, rough or finish).

3.2

User Information
Machining parameters vary depending on a wide variety of factors such as the type of

material, type of cutting tool, size of cutting tool, thickness of material, etc. These factors also
affect the creation of the tool paths; as such some factors need to be considered. The specific user
inputs into this machining experiment included: scallop height, depth of cut and tool radius (both
flat and ball end mill).
A scallop is the material remaining on the surface between two passes (see Figure 3.10).
Surface finish is a function of controlling the maximum scallop height. Thus it is important to
know what the maximum allowable scallop height (or the acceptable surface finish) is for a given
surface.
The depth of cut is a function of many variables. Due to the multitude of factors involved
with computing depth of cut this thesis focused on allowing the user to input this variable.
Depth of cut refers to the distance (in Z direction) between two consecutive machining layers.
Tool radius is perhaps the most easily changeable variable in a machining environment.
Any machining experiment should allow the user to vary the radius of tool used, both flat and
ball end mill.
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3.3

CL Data Points
Tool motion is controlled through the use of cutter location (CL) data points. CL data

points are different from points analyzed on a line or surface. The relationship between analyzed
points and CL data points will be discussed.

3.3.1

Ball End Mill
Let p represent a point along a curve and n represent the unit vector normal to the

surface at point p as seen in Figure 3.3. Ball end mill CL data points are created by translating p
along n the distance of the radius (Rb) and subtracting the radius along the z vector defined as
(0,0,1) as defined in equation 3.1.

nRb
p

CLb

Figure 3.3: Definition of point p and ball end mill CL point

⎡0 ⎤
CLb = p + nRb − ⎢⎢0⎥⎥ Rb
⎢⎣1⎥⎦

3.3.2

(3.1)

Flat End Mill
Flat end mill CL data points are created similar to those of ball end mill. Let p be the

point of interest and n the unit vector normal to the surface at point p. α is the angle of
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orientation for the tool and c is the vector resulting from rotating n about b (where b is the bi‐
normal) α degrees. The CL data point is defined by rotating c 90° perpendicular about b to create
cp, point p is translated the length of the flat end mill radius (Rf) along cp (see equation 3.2 and
Figure 3.4).

c

α

n
CLf (Rfcp)

p

Figure 3.4: CL point definition ‐ CM2

CL f = p + R f c p

3.4

(3.2)

Benchmark
The benchmark method was designed to match current industry machining practices.

Current roughing practice involves first, rough machining using a flat end mill. Second, semi‐
rough paths using a ball end mill and finally a finish path using a ball end mill.
While the benefit of CM2 as a finishing algorithm has been proved in various applications
[Kitchen 1996] & [Hill 2001] this thesis is focusing on isolating the roughing and semi‐roughing
practices. Thus, both methods utilize ball end mill tool paths for the finish surface.
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3.4.1

Benchmark Roughing
The benchmark roughing technique utilized was planar flat end mill roughing. CL

points were created such that the flat end mill removed the most material without gouging the
final surface. The tool paths are created by traversing the surface in either the x or y direction
and machining the surface into planes as seen in Figure 1.1.
The specific algorithm used to create the benchmark roughing tool paths is outlined in
Figure 3.5.

After defining the surface and boundary conditions and retrieving the user

information the surface is analyzed. Consider surface Pij as defined in Figure 3.2, where Δ is the
depth of cut of the finish pass and a plane perpendicular to the z axis, Pzi. Where i = 0,1,2…ncp.
ncp is the number of cutting planes defined by equation 3.3 and Dc is the depth of cut.

⎛ Z − Z min
n cp = ⎜⎜ max
Dc
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(3.3)

If Pij ∩ Pzi is false and Pzi is below the surface the algorithm should move to the semi‐
rough pass. If Pij ∩ Pzi is false and Pzi is above the surface the algorithm can create planar zig‐zag
tool paths for Pzi without fear of gouging the surface. If Pij ∩ Pzi is true, the resulting surface data
must be analyzed.
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Create Surface and boundaries

Input User Info
(Radius, Scallop Height, etc)
Create Planar TP
for entire Z‐plane

Create and Intersect a Z‐Plane
W/ Surface (max pts 1st time)

Above
No

Is there interference?
Yes
Start Analysis
Create / Intersect Y‐Plane
(Curve)
Create / Intersect Z‐Ray (Points)

Where is Z‐Plane,
relative to the
surface
Below

Move to Semi‐Rough Pass

Above

For Each Segment
Is surface above or below Z‐Ray?

Do Nothing

Below
Create CL‐Points: planar cut

Increment in X Direction (based
on user input)
No

At the end of the plane?
Yes

Figure 3.5: Benchmark algorithm

Consider a surface, Pij and a plane perpendicular to the y axis, Py. Curve Cy(t) is the
curve created by intersecting Pij and Py, Cy(t) = Pij ∩ Py. Curve Cy(t) is shown in more detail in
Figure 3.6 by adding dotted lines that represent the cutting layers.
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Curve Cy(t)

Pzi

Figure 3.6: Machining layers detail, Cy(t)

Intersecting Cy(t) with Pzi and Pz(i‐1) yields point data. The result at each point is a
segmented curve as shown in Figure 3.7.

1

2

3

4

Layered Machine Area

Figure 3.7: Analysis of machining layer

Each segment in the curve is analyzed according to the algorithm outlined in Figure 3.5
and CL data points are created. Once curve Cy(t) is complete, Py is incremented according to
following equation:

S o ( FEMR ) = 2 R f − Dc

(3.4)
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Where, Rf is the flat end mill radius and Dc is the depth of cut. Once the roughing pass is
complete, the ball end mill semi‐rough pass must be completed.

3.4.2

Benchmark Semi‐Rough
First, the surface of interest must be defined. The surface is offset twice following the

method outlined in 3.1 Surface Definition. Without these multiple semi‐rough passes, the cutter
would be required to operate under varying loads. The loads, which could vary from nothing to
a fully loaded cut in one increment, would cause the cutter to deflect. Heavy loads could cause
surface irregularities and even tool failure. In consideration of tool deflection and failure, there is
a need for the initial and secondary semi‐rough passes. The first iteration is to remove the stair‐
stepped features created by the roughing planar pass. The second iteration is to smooth the
features in preparation for the finish pass.
In order to remove the stair‐stepped feature, the first semi‐rough pass will machine a
depth equal to one half of the depth of cut to compensate for differences in load. Thus, Δ for the
initial semi‐rough pass is

Dc
. Δ for the second semi‐rough pass is the depth of cut required by
2

the finish pass. The result will be a surface ready to be finish machined. The semi‐rough paths
are machined according to the algorithm in Figure 3.8.
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Start Analysis
Create / Intersect Y‐Plane
(Curve)

For increment (defined by
error of second derivative)

Create Ball End Mill CL ‐
Point

Increment in X Direction
(based on scallop height)
No

At the end of the plane?
Yes
Finish Semi‐Rough Pass

Figure 3.8: Semi‐rough algorithm

Consider a surface, Pij. Pij is intersected with a plane perpendicular to the y axis defined
by Py (could either the X or Y axis) to create curve Cy(t). Cy(t) = Pij ∩ Py. Let p be a point on curve
Cy(t) and n be the unit vector normal to the surface at point p (where n is defined by m ⊗ l) as
seen in Figure 3.9.
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Cy(t)

n
p

Pij

Py

Figure 3.9: Creation of curve Cy(t)

CL data points are created along the curve according to equation 3.1. The curve is
represented as a series of incremental linear movements. The number of increments that make
up a curve can be defined as a function of a specified tolerance. Sederburg [2003] defined the
number of lines used to represent a curve in equation 3.5. In this equation, q is the number of
linear segments used to represent the curve, Lx and Ly are the maximum bounds on the second
derivative of the curve in the x and y directions respectively and ε is the maximum desirable
error. The curve is to be machined using m CL data points.

q≥

L2x + L2y
8ε
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(3.5)

3.4.3

Benchmark Step Over
Curve step over, incrementing plane Py, is determined by approximating the geometry

left by ball end mill machining. Consider a circle, which represents the shape machined by a ball
end mill (see Figure 3.10). The step over is mathematically defined as a function of scallop height
and can be found in equation 3.10. Where So(BEM) is the ball end mill step over, Rb is the radius of
the ball end mill and Sh is the maximum desired scallop height.

While not definitive this

approximation is the industry standard for determining the scallop height and resulting ball end
mill step over.

S o ( BEM ) = 2 * Rb2 − (Rb − S h )

2

A
Sh

Rb
C

Where:
Sh = Scallop Height
Rb = Radius of Ball End Mill
Sh + A = Rb
C = ½ * So(BEM)

Figure 3.10: Geometry of scallop height
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(3.6)

3.4.4

Benchmark Finish
Ball end mill finish points are created using the same mathematics and method as the

semi‐rough paths.

3.5

RCM2
RCM2 CL‐points are derived using the algorithm found in Figure 3.11. Consider the

surface, curve, layers and segments discussed in section 3.4.1 Benchmark Rough and detailed in
Figure 3.6 & Figure 3.7 on page 28. The roughing algorithm for the benchmark tool paths is
similar to the RCM2 algorithm. Both require the analysis of the segments detailed in Figure 3.6.
However, the main difference is in the handling of the CM2 segments, step over, transitions and
gouge detection.
Segments are handled according to the algorithm outlined in Figure 3.11. CM2 segments
are represented by incremental linear movements (the number of increments is defined by
equation 3.5) and CL data points are created from equation 3.2. Planar segments are handled in a
similar fashion to those of the benchmark roughing algorithm.
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Create Surface and boundaries

Input User Info
(Radius, Scallop Height, etc)

Create Planar TP
for entire Z‐plane

Create and Intersect a Z‐Plane
W/ Surface (max pts 1st time)

Above
Where is Z‐
Plane, relative to
the surface

No

Is there interference?
Yes
Start Analysis
Create / Intersect Y‐Plane
(Curve)
Create / Intersect Z‐Ray (Points)

Below
Move to Semi‐Rough
Pass

For Each Segment
Is surface above or below Z‐
Ray?

Above

Create CM2 CL Points

Below
Create Linear CL Points

Increment in X Direction (based
on user input)

No

At the end of the plane?
Yes

Figure 3.11: RCM2 algorithm outline
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3.5.1

RCM2 Step Over
The RCM2 tool step over directly affects the surface finish and drives the surface scallop

height.

When semi‐rough machining a surface it is desirable to maintain control over the

maximum surface scallop height. Since the surface will require a finish pass, it is not necessary to
have a completely uniform scallop height.
Kitchen [1996] & Hill [2001] developed the cut width for an inclined tool. The cut width
function uses the curvature of the surface to approximate a circle. The circle is then intersected
with the ellipse formed by the bottom of the cutter. The cut width equation developed from that
relationship is found in equation 3.7.

Rf
⎛
⎜−2
+ 2κ n − ψ
1⎜
sin(α )
Cut _ Width = 2
1
2⎜
−
+1
⎜⎜
2
sin (α )
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

(3.7)

Where:

ψ =

8κ n ( S h cos 2 (α ) − R f sin(α )) + 4( R 2f + sin 2 (α )κ n2 − − S h2 cos 2 (α ))
sin(α )

Equation 3.7 provides the cut width for a point machined by CM2.

As a curve is

analyzed, the minimum cut width for a given pass would become the step over (So(RCM2)) for that
curve. Thus passes would have a variable step over depending on the surface curvature. Using
the scallop height as the surface tolerance assures that the created pass doesn’t result in the
machining of a scallop that exceeds the maximum scallop height.
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3.5.2

Tool Transitions
One important element in the method of the RCM2 algorithm is the tool transitions. As

the tool is moved along a cutting plane it will be required to machine both planar and five‐axis
points. As the tool approaches and exits a CM2 cut there are two factors to be considered. The
most important is that the tool does not gouge the final surface. Gouging methodology is
discussed in more detail in 3.5.5.Gouge Detection. The second factor is the amount of material
removed by the tool. To avoid overloading the tool (which could result in deflection or failure)
the tool must not cut more than the allowable width or depth. Thus, when making a transition
the tool shouldn’t machine below its current cutting plane. In addition, the tool needs to be able
to transition from planar to CM2 (and vice versa), curve – curve, and plane to plane motion.
Appropriate transitions are essential to tool paths. Transitions refer to the motion of the
tool within and between curves as well as between machining planes. Successful transitions are
those transitions that do not gouge the finished surface or any defined boundaries and do not
result in excess movement. Since the method did not utilize any preprogrammed Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CAM) routines and the implementation of RCM2 requires planar to CM2
transitions, it is necessary to develop a method for transitioning a tool between three and five‐
axis motion. There are two tool movements of interest, inner curve transitions (movement of the
tool within the curve, i.e. transition from planar to CM2) and curve – curve transitions.
Transitions between planes are handled as curve – curve transitions.

3.5.3

Inner Curve Transitions
Consider curve Cyi(t), where i = 0,1,2…n and n is an unknown number which depends on

the step over, defined by the intersection of a plane perpendicular to the y axis, Pyi and surface Pij.
Figure 3.12 shows a cross section of Cyi(t) with dashed lines representing the maximum depth of
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cut for each layer to be machined. As the layers are machined the tool must be able to transition
from planar motion to CM2 motion and vice versa along curve Cyi(t) without plunging into the
layer below. If the tool were allowed to plunge into the layer below it would exceed the specified
depth of cut and could result in tool deflection or tool failure.

Curve Cyi(t)

Pzi

Figure 3.12: Curve Cyi(t) layers

Layered Machine Area

Layered Planar Motion

Layered CM2 Motion

Figure 3.13: Standard CM2 without adjusting for plunging effect
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Consider the tool motion as a result of machining one of the layers of curve Cyi(t) as seen
in Figure 3.13. The curvature of the surface requires the tool to plunge into the layer below on
the transition from planar motion to CM2 motion. In order to prevent potential tool deflection,
the tool was not allowed to machine a CL point lower than the current plane (Pzi). Points along
the tool edge were checked for their location relative to the current maximum depth. If a CL
point caused the tool to plunge into the layer below, the tool was incrementally rotated along an
axis perpendicular to the normal vector (b) of the point on Curve Cyi(t) until it no longer plunged
(see Figure 3.14). If the tool rotated greater than 45° and was still below the maximum depth of
cut, the tool was brought to a three‐axis move [(i,j,k) = (0,0,1) ] at the current point (X,Y,Z). Tool
rotation was capped at 45° to prevent the tool from rotating underneath the surface and creating
an undesirable CL point. All CL points were checked for interference with the final surface and
boundaries according to the gouge detection algorithms outlined in 3.5.6 Gouge Detection.

Layered Machine Area

Layered Planar Motion

Layered RCM2 Motion

Figure 3.14: RCM2 tool transition ‐ Planar to CM2
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3.5.4

Curve – Curve Transitions
After the feasible areas of curve Cyi(t) have been machined the tool transitioned to the

next curve (Cyi+1(t)). The distance between these two curves is the determined by the step over
equations outlined in equation 3.7. Consider two curves, Cyi(t) and Cyi+1(t), both created by
intersecting planes Pyi and Pyi+1 respectively with surface Pij. Pyi+1, the plane used to create curve
Cyi+1(t), is offset a distance equal to the step over from plane Pyi (See Figure 3.15). Figure 3.16 is an
analysis of the curves and the resulting CL points. Red points indicate that machining the point
is not feasible. The tool needs to transition from the last feasible point (pl) on Cyi(t) to the first
feasible point (pf) on Cyi+1(t).

Cyi(t)
Step over

Pij

Cyi+1(t)

Pyi
Pyi+1

Figure 3.15: Definition of curve Cyi+1(t)
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Last Point Cyi

Curve Cyi

... .
First Point Cyi

..

First Point Cyi+1
Curve Cyi+1

...

Figure 3.16: Analysis of Cyi and Cyi+1

Curve Cyi

Last Point (pl) Cyi
Curve Cb

... .
First Point Cyi

..

Plane, Pb

First Point (pf) Cyi+1
Curve Cyi+1

...

Figure 3.17: Creation of curve Cyi+1

To ensure no gouging occurs, the area between Cyi(t) and Cyi+1(t) is analyzed. Consider a
plane, Pb, created from three points pl and pf and pf + [0,0,ϊ]. Where ϊ need only be large enough
to differentiate point pf, the actual value of ϊ is irrelevant. Pc ∩ Pij = Cb(t). Curve Cb(t) is analyzed
between pl and pf to determine the maximum Z value, see Figure 3.17. The maximum Z value of
Cb(t) as analyzed between pl and pf plus a small safety factor is the Z value used to transition the
tool between curve Cyi(t) and Cyi+1(t).
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3.5.5

Gouge Detection
Gouging as described is interference between the tool and any unwanted object,

including the finished surface. There were two types of gouging described in the background;
local and global gouging. Gouging was detected and corrected according to Figure 3.18.

Is CL Point Z value < Z
Plane?

Yes

After 45°

No
Do Nothing

Yes

Increment orientation angle
(up to 45°)

Straighten tool and create
new CL point

Is CL Point Z Value > (Z
Plane + Z increment) * 1.2?
No
Does CL Point Gouge
surface or boundary?

Yes

Increment orientation angle
(up to 45°)
After 45°

No
Write CL point to file (point
is feasible)

Do Nothing (point not
feasible)

Figure 3.18: RCM2 CL data point algorithm

Both the local and global gouge detection routines for the RCM2 algorithm are a variation
from those discussed in Ernst [2001]. The basic concept was introduced in the background. This
section will discuss the principles outlined by Ernst [2001] as well as the assumptions behind the
gouge detection routines implemented.
It is important to note that a flat end mill is used primarily for roughing purposes and a
ball end mill is used for semi‐rough and finish machining.
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The surfaces designed for this

experiment contain no point or cavity complex enough to not be machined by the ball end‐mill.
Thus, it was assumed that all ball end mill points, both semi‐rough and finish, were feasible.
However, if more complex surfaces were to be machined, gouge detection routines similar to
those outlined here could be implemented. In addition, only flat end mills will be used for RCM2.
Therefore, there is no need to discuss the implications of filleted or ball end mills with regard to
gouge detection.
Since a flat end mill is rectangular in size it is appropriate to represent the tool as a
cylinder located at a certain orientation and position. Let the surface of interest be represented by
Pij and E be the geometry defined as a cylinder representing the tool (see Figure 3.19). Ernst
[2001] created three cylinders to represent the cutting tool, the tool holder and the spindle. Since
the majority of surfaces machined are designed to minimize cavity depth and the surfaces
designed here were less than one and a half inches deep the author assumed it was not necessary
to create two cylinders representing the tool holder and spindle. Eliminating the two cylinders
significantly decreased the computation time required.
E is checked for interference with surface Pij. If E ∩ Pij is false, then the tool doesn’t gouge
the surface. However, if E ∩ Pij is true, adjustments to the tool orientation need to be made.
Adjustments are made based on the RCM2 algorithm in Figure 3.18. Once E is checked for
interference with Pij, E is also checked for interference with the walled surfaces representing the
cavity. In Figure 3.19 surfaces A, B, C, and D represent the boundary surfaces of the cavity for
surface Pij.
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E
B
A

C
D
Z
Y

X

Figure 3.19: Walled cavity definition

3.5.6

RCM2 Finish
The finish algorithm for RCM2 is identical to that used to create the benchmark finish tool

paths. The tool paths were derived with the same function and with the exception of the initial
tool location the tool paths were identical.

3.6

Analytical Testing
There are two important elements of the analytical testing model. The first piece is the

development of an analytical model to predict tool path cut times. The second is an empirical
prediction algorithm that doesn’t rely on an analysis of the final tool paths to determine which
method is faster.
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3.6.1

Analytical Cut Time Model
Vickers et al. [1993] set up machining time as a function of cutting time, tool approach

and return time, part loading and unloading time, tool changeover time and tool life. The author
assumed that all times, except cutting time, would be held constant by machining with the same
surfaces, the same tools and similar size work pieces. The analytical testing will look only at one
element of the total machining time and that is the cutting time. Cutting time is found in
equation 3.8. Where Ct is the total cutting time, Fr is the feed rate and Tl is the total tool path
length in (X,Y,Z).

Ct = Fr * Tl

(3.8)

The equation to project machine cut times in five‐axis motion is slightly more
complicated and it involves an analysis of each tool segment. Consider a segment of tool path
motion as the distance required to move from TPi‐1 to TPi, where TPi is the tool point of interest
designated by (X,Y,Z,A,B). The segment time is the maximum time required to either transverse
the (X,Y,Z) distance or rotate the A or B axis. Segment machine times for (X,Y,Z) are determined
by using equation 3.8. Segment times for the A and B axis are determined by finding the distance
or angle rotated and multiplying it by the angular feed rate. The maximum segment time of all
the tool points is summed to create the total machine time as shown in equation 3.9.

Ct ( 5 _ Axis ) = ∑0 max(Fr * Tl , FA * D A , FB * DB )
n
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(3.9)

Where FA is the (angular feed rate) of the A axis and DA is the rotation (in degrees) of the
A axis. FB and DB are the respective feeds and rotation for the B axis and n is the total number of
tool points.

3.6.2

Empirical Prediction Algorithm
While the mathematical model to predict machining time is beneficial, it requires the tool

paths for both alternatives to be created. It is not always desirable to develop the entire tool
paths for both alternatives and compare the resulting times.

A more viable option is the

development of an algorithm that allows for predicting which alternative would machine the
surface faster. The following algorithm provides a method for determining whether RCM2 is
faster than conventional machining by analyzing the surface features and simple machining
parameters.
Cut time, according to equation 3.8 & equation 3.9, is a function of feed rate and total tool
path length. While there may be some variation in feed rate due to three or five‐axis motion, in
most cases, as in this case, the feed rate is constant. Thus the only variable for analysis is total
tool path length.
Conventional machining tool path length is a function of the roughing flat end mill tool
paths and the semi‐rough and finish ball end mill tool paths. Since both experiments exclude the
effects of finish machining, the finish ball end mill paths can be assumed to be constant. RCM2
tool path length is a function of the flat end mill CM2 and flat end mill planar tool paths.
Consider the generic motion of a tool following a tool path along a surface as seen in
Figure 3.20. The tool machines a path along the surface in the Y direction and steps over in the X
direction. Generic total tool path length is a function of the number of times the tool traverses the
surface along the Y axis. The effects of tool movement in the x direction are assumed to be
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equivalent as both alternatives must allow the tool to traverse the surface. In addition, any effects
due to the finish pass are assumed to be negligible as both alternatives utilize the same method
for the creation of the final tool paths.

Tool

Y

Figure 3.20: Tool motion

The semi‐rough ball end mill tool paths must cover the entire surface twice regardless of
surface features. The number of Y curve crossings (Yx) is found in equation 3.10. Where Cv is the
concavity factor, SO(FEMR) is the flat end mill roughing step over and So(BEM) is the ball end mill step
over.

Yxc =

⎛ i
⎜
ncp −1 ⎜
− Ymin )
⎝ ncp
+

2(Ymax
S o ( BEM )

∑
i =0

2

⎞
⎟ (Ymax − Ymin )
⎟
ncp − 1 (Ymax − Ymin )
⎠
((1 − Cv )
Cv +
S o ( FEMR )
S o ( FEMR )

(
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)

(3.10)

Concavity (or concave features) in surfaces shortens the machining time under the
conventional roughing algorithm. The concave feature produces a shorter tool path length for
flat end mill conventional roughing. RCM2 is unaffected. Figure 3.21 shows detail of a concave
curve. Area #1 and Area #2 would be machined by RCM2, but not the flat end mill roughing
resulting in a shorter tool path for conventional flat end mill roughing.

Area #2

Area #1

Figure 3.21: Detail of concave curve

To account for concavity consider a pyramid bound by Ymax, Ymin, with the tip at Zmin on
the concave surface as seen in Figure 3.22 with dashed lines representing cutting planes. The
number of Yx is found by reducing the crossing to a fraction of the total.
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Ymax

Ymin

Zmin

Figure 3.22: Concave curve analysis

To determine the widths of the cone at each subsequent level simply recognize the
similar triangles created by the cutting planes (seen in Figure 3.23). Similar triangles are used to
represent the relationship between consecutive layers by

i
where the square takes into account
ncp

the concavity in the x and y direction.

Ymax

Ymin

Zmin

Figure 3.23: Similar triangles
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The width of the triangle (Y direction) is indirectly related to the number of cutting
planes. The result is the concavity portion of the equation which is multiplied by the concavity
factor. The concavity factor is simply the percentage of the surface that is concave, when viewed
from an XY plane. A Cv of 1 represents a surface that is entirely concave, 0 represents no
concavity and so forth.
RCM2 crossings are found in equation 3.11. Cut width for the surface is derived through
the use of a simple algorithm that queries the surface for an average normal radius of curvature.
Based on the information gathered, an average cut width for the entire surface can be
determined.

Yxr =

ncp (Ymax − Ymin )
S o ( RCM 2 )

(3.11)

Where So(RCM2) is the average RCM2 step over. So(RCM2) can be determining by using
equation 3.7. The assumptions for RCM2 point step over are valid for the use with the surface
average tool orientation and surface average radius of curvature. The alternative with the fewest
number of crossings will result in the shortest tool paths and thus the shortest machining time.
This simple comparison will allow users to determine the quickest alternative without computing
tool paths for the entire surface.

3.7

Physical Testing
Once the analytical model was developed the final step is the machining of test surfaces.

The actual test set up as well as surfaces are outlined and discussed in chapter four. The time of
interest is from stock to semi‐roughed surface. Each surface was machined using two different
roughing methods, but the same finishing methods.
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The best way to compare these two

machining techniques is a simple experiment that will allow all of the levels of each factor to be
tested against each other. The design is found in Table 3.1. In addition, each of the processes will
be run in the random run order found in the same table.

Table 3.1: Machine run sequence
Run Order
3
6
1
4
8
5
2
7

Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Finishing Method
Ball‐End Mill
Ball‐End Mill
Ball‐End Mill
Ball‐End Mill
Ball‐End Mill
Ball‐End Mill
Ball‐End Mill
Ball‐End Mill
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Rough Method
RCM2
RCM2
RCM2
RCM2
Conventional
Conventional
Conventional
Conventional

Surface
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

4. Results
The machining was performed on a Boston Digital 505, five‐axis milling machine. To
perform the test, surfaces were designed in UG. It is important to be able to test surfaces with
various types of curvatures to determine an appropriate comparison between RCM2 and
conventional machining processes. Testing was conducted on four surface types: purely concave,
purely convex, multiple curvatures and a saddle. The designed surfaces are seen in Figure 4.1 ‐
Figure 4.3 and were set in a cavity to simulate a mold or die. The surfaces were no larger than
5”X7”X3”. Larger surfaces weren’t created as the machinable area on the Boston Digital is
10”X28”X12”. Wax was used as the machining medium because of the ease of machining and the
ability to see surface detail.

Figure 4.1: Surface #1, concave
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Figure 4.2: Surface #2, convex

Figure 4.3: Surface #3, saddle
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Figure 4.4: Surface #4, multiple curvatures

4.1

Tool Path Creation
The method outlined in chapter three was coded to operate within UG, the result was the

creation of CL points in (XYZ,IJK) format (as seen in Figure 4.5). Since the Boston Digital 505 mill
had 5 axes the CL points needed to be post‐processed. A simple post‐processor was developed
that converted the tool points into (XYZ,AB) format (as seen in Figure 4.6).

GOTO/ 0.249971, ‐1.955853, ‐0.208389, 0.106243, 0.158156, 0.981682
GOTO/ 0.249969, ‐1.906060, ‐0.215389, 0.110935, 0.154672, 0.981718
GOTO/ 0.249969, ‐1.856239, ‐0.222188, 0.113495, 0.151124, 0.981978
GOTO/ 0.249966, ‐1.806399, ‐0.228836, 0.118414, 0.147636, 0.981927
GOTO/ 0.249963, ‐1.756535, ‐0.235307, 0.123223, 0.144142, 0.981855

Figure 4.5: CL data points
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X 0.251174 Y ‐2.889499 Z ‐0.613312 A 0.170087 B 0.091773
X 0.251304 Y ‐2.824086 Z ‐0.602690 A 0.166641 B 0.096748
X 0.251440 Y ‐2.758624 Z ‐0.592286 A 0.163192 B 0.101638
X 0.251578 Y ‐2.693089 Z ‐0.582086 A 0.159735 B 0.106444
X 0.251722 Y ‐2.627476 Z ‐0.572087 A 0.156268 B 0.111164

Figure 4.6: Post processed CL data points

4.2

Set‐Up Parameters
Surface information, including projected machining times, tool path length, feed rate

(IPM) and the number of surface crossings are found in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. The feed rate for
the surfaces was chosen to be 75 IPM. Surface four was machined at a feed rate of 56 IPM to
account for complexities in surface curvature.
The respective concavity factors are seen in Table 4.2.

Surface one was completely

concave and had a concavity factor of 1. Surface two and three contained no completely concave
feature and received a concavity factor of 0. Surface four is one third concave. By analyzing the
predicted times versus the number of Y crossings we see that in all cases the alternative with the
fewest number of Y crossings is also the alternative with the shortest predicted cut time.
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Table 4.1: Tool path analysis results
Tool Path Length
(Inches)

Feed Rate
(IPM)

Projected Cutting
Time (Min)

Surface 1
RCM2
Surface 1 Conventional

1,227
983

75
75

16.36
13.10

Surface 2
RCM2
Surface 2 Conventional

631
938

75
75

8.41
12.51

Surface 3
RCM2
Surface 3 Conventional

701
905

75
75

9.35
12.07

Surface 4
RCM2
Surface 4 Conventional

1,247
1,196

56
56

22.32
21.40

Surface

Rough Type

Table 4.2: Yx results

Concavity

Yx

Surface 1
RCM2
Surface 1 Conventional

1.00
1.00

178
165

Surface 2
RCM2
Surface 2 Conventional

0.00
0.00

127
141

Surface 3
RCM2
Surface 3 Conventional

0.00
0.00

114
145

Surface 4
RCM2
Surface 4 Conventional

0.33
0.33

235
230

Surface

Rough Type
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Table 4.3: Surface machining parameters

Surface
Surface 1
Surface 1
Surface 2
Surface 2
Surface 3
Surface 3
Surface 4
Surface 4

Rough Type
RCM2
Conventional
RCM2
Conventional
RCM2
Conventional
RCM2
Conventional

Semi‐Rough
Scallop Height
0.005ʺ
0.005ʺ
0.005ʺ
0.005ʺ
0.005ʺ
0.005ʺ
0.005ʺ
0.005ʺ

Finish Scallop
Height
0.002ʺ
0.002ʺ
0.002ʺ
0.002ʺ
0.002ʺ
0.002ʺ
0.002ʺ
0.002ʺ

Tool Radius
0.25ʺ
0.25ʺ
0.25ʺ
0.25ʺ
0.25ʺ
0.25ʺ
0.25ʺ
0.25ʺ

After the machine had been appropriately referenced the surfaces were machined using a
constant feed rate for both types of machining. Scallop height (for both semi‐rough and finish)
and tool radius are outlined in Table 4.3.
According to the projected results for surface one the conventional method should be
faster, for surface two and three RCM2 should be faster and for surface four the conventional
should be faster. The predicted times as well as the generic tool path model confirm these results.

4.3

Cutting Results
Once the tool paths were computed, validated and loaded onto the machine they were

machined according to parameters outlined in section 4.2. The resulting machined surfaces can
be seen in Figure 4.7 – Figure 4.26. All front view shots have the semi‐rough paths on the right
and the finished ball end mill paths on the left.
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RCM2 Cut

Planar Cut

Figure 4.7: Surface 1 RCM2 after machining the first plane

Planar Cut

RCM2 Cut

Figure 4.8: Surface 1 RCM2 plane 2
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Figure 4.9: Final surface #1 RCM2 (front view)

Figure 4.10: Final surface #1 ‐ RCM2 (isometric view)
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Figure 4.11: Final surface #1 conventional (front view)

Figure 4.12: Final surface #1 ‐ conventional (isometric view)
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Figure 4.13: Final surface #2 ‐ RCM2 (front view)

Figure 4.14: Final surface #2 – RCM2 (isometric view)
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Stair‐Stepped
Feature

Figure 4.15: Surface 2 conventional roughing

Figure 4.16: Surface 2 conventional semi‐rough pass #1
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Figure 4.17: Final surface #2 conventional (front view)

Figure 4.18: Final surface #2 conventional (isometric view)
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Figure 4.19: Final surface #3 ‐ RCM2 (front view)

Figure 4.20: Final surface #3 ‐ RCM2 (isometric view)
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Figure 4.21: Final surface #3 ‐ conventional (front view)

Figure 4.22: Final surface #3 ‐ conventional (isometric view)
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Figure 4.23: Final surface #4 ‐ RCM2 (front view)

Figure 4.24: Final surface #4 ‐ RCM2 (isometric view)
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Figure 4.25: Final surface #4 ‐ conventional (front view)

Figure 4.26: Final surface #4 ‐ conventional (isometric view)
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The machining times for the surfaces are seen in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Cut time results
Actual Cutting

Time

Surface

Rough Type

Time (Min)

Improvement

Surface 1

RCM2

16.28

‐19.96%

Surface 1 Conventional
Surface 2

13.03

RCM2

8.65

Surface 2 Conventional

12.45

Surface 3

9.60

RCM2

Surface 3 Conventional

12.00

Surface 4

21.72

RCM2

Surface 4 Conventional

4.4

43.93%
25.00%
‐1.92%

21.30

Discussion of Results
As mentioned in chapter three, tool path length was impacted by surface concavity. This

can be seen by analyzing the cut time results from surface one and surface four. Both surfaces
contained features of concavity. Surface one, the concave surface, contained the most concavity
and surface four, multiple curvatures, was one third concave. Surface one resulted in an increase
in time for RCM2 over conventional methods by about 20% and surface four increased machining
time by about 2%.

Concavity seems to have an adverse impact on RCM2 cut time over

conventional practices due to the differences in Y tool path length associated with the creation of
the shoulders as seen in Figure 3.21.
Further analysis of the machining data will show that the estimated cut time based on
feed rate and tool path length was fairly accurate. See Table 4.5 for further information. The
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differences varied from ‐2.7% to 2.9% and were acceptable for the results of this thesis. Finally,
the empirical prediction model gave an adequate representation of which alternative would be
faster. Table 4.6 compares the actual cutting time with the number of Y surface crossings. In all
instances, the prediction algorithm correctly identified which alternative would be faster.

Table 4.5: Projected vs. actual cut time
Projected Cutting

Actual Cutting

%

Surface

Rough Type

Time (Min)

Time (Min)

Difference

Surface 1

RCM2

16.36

16.28

‐0.46%

13.10

13.03

‐0.52%

8.41

8.65

2.88%

12.51

12.45

‐0.47%

9.35

9.60

2.72%

Surface 3 Conventional

12.07

12.00

‐0.56%

Surface 4

22.32

21.72

‐2.69%

21.40

21.30

‐0.47%

Surface 1 Conventional
Surface 2

RCM2

Surface 2 Conventional
Surface 3

RCM2
RCM2

Surface 4 Conventional

Table 4.6: Cut time vs Yx
Actual Cutting
Surface

Rough Type

Time (Min)

Yx

Surface 1

RCM2

16.28

178

13.03

165

8.65

127

12.45

141

Surface 1 Conventional
Surface 2

RCM2

Surface 2 Conventional

9.60

114

Surface 3 Conventional

Surface 3

RCM2

12.00

0

Surface 4

21.72

235

21.30

230

RCM2

Surface 4 Conventional
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5. Conclusions
Machining time is one of the most important aspects of the manufacturing process. The
development of algorithms that machine surfaces in a more efficient manner is of benefit to a
variety of industries. CM2 has been shown to be more efficient in the finish machining of parts
and surfaces. Enclosed surfaces present specific challenges such as gouging into boundary walls
and roughing multiple layers.

Past theses have solved the challenges associated with the

development of CM2 and the implementation of gouge detection algorithms. This thesis showed
that CM2 can be applied to the principles of rough machining with considerable time savings.
The RCM2 algorithm integrated three‐axis rough cuts with five‐axis CM2. The benefit of
such an algorithm is a reduction in the overall machining time of a part or surface, specifically
from the rough machining component. The analytical algorithms developed here, namely the
analytical model estimating cut time and the empirical model estimating the number of Y
crossings will allow a machinist or any user of the technology to determine when RCM2 is more
efficient than conventional practices.
In closing, surface two and surface three had cut times that were on average 35% faster
than conventional methods, in the machining of a mold or die that would translate to almost 2.5
weeks of time savings. In an economy were speed and cost are drivers of success that type of
time savings can mean a lot of money. RCM2 has been shown to be able to deliver significant
time savings and should be considered a viable alternative to conventional roughing practices
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5.1

Future Work
The benefit of future refinement and research to the RCM2 algorithm and CM2

technology will bring about the commercialization of faster and more efficient machining
technologies. There is still research remaining that further push the knowledge boundary of CM2
as a technology.
1.

Optimize RCM2 algorithm to exclude redundant tool paths.

2.

Optimize RCM2 tool movements on tool transitions.

3.

Explore the potential of using variable tool path patterns. For instance, instead of a
zig‐zag pattern, a random pattern could be generated that machined CM2 sections
and planar sections separately.

4.

Incorporation of a more refined / less computationally intense local and global
gouging routine.
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